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Neutron scattering study of the relaxor ferroelectric „1-x…Pb„Zn1Õ3Nb2Õ3…O3-xPbTiO3
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Neutronelasticdiffuse scattering experiments performed on Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 ~PZN! and on its solid solu-
tion with PbTiO3(PT), known as PZN-xPT, with x54.5 and 9 % around many reflections show that diffuse
scattering is observed around reflections with mixed indices in the transverse and diagonal directions only.
From the width of the diffuse scattering peak a correlation length is extracted. In PZN, we have reported that
the diffuse scattering is more extended in the transverse than in the diagonal directions@D. La-Orauttapong, J.
Toulouse, J. L. Robertson, and Z.-G. Ye, Phys. Rev. B64, 212101~2001!#. In the present work, the results
show that the addition of PT leads to a broadening of the diffuse scattering along the diagonal, relative to the
transverse directions, indicating a change in the orientation of the polar regions. Also, with the addition of PT,
the polar nanoregions condense at a higher temperature above the transition than in pure PZN (.40 K), due
to stronger correlations between the polar regions. Neutroninelasticscattering measurements have also been
performed on PZN-xPT. The results show the broadening of the transverse acoustic phonon mode at a small
momentum transferq upon cooling. We attribute this broadening to the appearance of the polar nanoregions.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.134110 PACS number~s!: 77.84.Dy, 61.12.2q, 64.70.Kb, 77.80.Bh
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I. INTRODUCTION

Lead-based complex perovskite relaxor ferroelectr
such as the mixed compound (1-x)Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3-
xPbTiO3 ~PZN-xPT) and (1-x)Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-xPbTiO3
~PMN-xPT), have recently attracted a great deal of attent
because of their exceptional piezoelectric and dielec
properties. Particularly important are the compositions n
the morphotropic phase boundary~MPB!, where these prop
erties are further enhanced. The high values of the piezoe
tric and electrostrictive coefficients of PZN-xPT and PMN-
xPT crystals of the compositions near the MPB, when m
sured in the proper orientations, are an order of magnit
greater than those of PbZr12xTixO3 ~PZT! ceramics.1,2 As a
result, PZN-xPT and its magnesium analogue PMN-xPT are
now being considered as the most promising candidates
the next generation of electromechanical transducers.

In the phase diagram of these systems, the MPB was
tially believed to be an almost vertical boundary that se
rates the rhombohedral~space groupR3m) from the tetrag-
onal (P4mm) phase and located close to the value ofx
;10% for PZN-xPT and ;35% for PMN-xPT.3,4 When
crossing this boundary along the horizontalx concentration
axis, the system would change abruptly from one phas
the other. However, near the boundary, there is a delic
microstructural equilibrium that should favor easy loc
atomic rearrangements. This explains the very large co
cients observed. In addition to the known rhombohedral
tetragonal phases, a recent breakthrough has been ach
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with the discovery of a sliver of a new monoclinic phase
PZT.5 New orthorhombic and monoclinic phases have a
been found in PZN-xPT and PMN-xPT.6–8 These new
phases play a key role in explaining the high piezoelec
and electrostrictive responses near the MPB. In PZN-xPT,
the new phase is of orthorhombic symmetry (Bmm2) and
extends in a narrow concentration range around the M
(8%,x,11%) with almost vertical phase boundaries
either side~see Fig. 1!.7 This new phase can be described
a ‘‘matching’’ phase between the rhombohedral and tetra
nal phases. This means that the polarization vector, instea
being aligned with a particular crystal axis, may be pointi
in an arbitrary direction within a plane, allowing for a ver
easy reorientation of the polarization vector.9 Recently, a
model10 has been proposed that connects the struct
features5 of the lead relaxor systems with their unusu
polarization properties.9

In addition to the above structural features, there ex
another aspect of the polarization properties of relaxor s
tems whose precise connection to these structural feat
has not been established yet. It is now a well recognized
that as relaxors are cooled from high temperatures, any l
range structural change, if it develops, is preceded by
appearance and growth of polar nanoregions. The first in
rect observation of such regions came from birefringen
measurements by Burns and Dacol on PMN and PZN11

These measurements revealed deviations from a linear
perature dependence of the birefringenceDn(T) (5ni
2n') at a temperatureTd , i.e., far above the temperatur
©2003 The American Physical Society10-1
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D. LA-ORAUTTAPONG et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 134110 ~2003!
range in which PZN displays the relaxor behavior. It is no
believed that this birefringence is due to local asymme
structural distortions that do not yet have a polar charac
Since then, several other experimental observations h
been reported, that support the appearance of the local
tortions in lead relaxors below 650 K for PMN and belo
750 K for PZN. The most direct ones have come from m
surements of diffuse x-ray or neutron scattering.12,13 Re-
cently, we have reported diffuse neutron scattering results
a PZN single crystal upon cooling~550–295 K!, which
clearly reveal the development of a medium range or me
scopic order.14 The width of the diffuse scattering pea
which is related to a correlation length, is shown to provid
measure of the size of the polar nanoregions. At high te
perature, the temperature dependence of the correla
length is consistent with the Curie-Weiss dependence of
dielectric constant. This indicates the purely dynamic ch
acter of the polarization, characteristic of paraelectric beh
ior. At a temperatureT* 5Tc1dT (dT540 K) in pure PZN,
the lifetime of the polar correlations becomes progressiv
longer, leading to the formation of the polar nanoregio
Their formation is accompanied by the development of p
manent strain fields, which cause the Bragg intensity to
crease rapidly~relief of extinction!. Other indirect evidence
for the formation of the polar regions comes from inelas
neutron scattering measurements.15,16 Particularly noticeable
are the results of Gehringet al.showing the disappearance
the soft transverse optic~TO! mode from the inelastic neu
tron scattering spectra of PZN and PZN-xPT ~as well as
PMN and PMN-xPT).16 This disappearance has been attr
uted to a coupling of the TO and TA modes, enhanced by
formation of the polar regions but no precise mechanism
been proposed and the role of the polar regions has not
clearly explained. The goal of the present study was~i! to
extend the previous PZN study to several reflections in o
scattering zones,~ii ! to identify more definitely the onset o

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of PZN-xPT around its MPB from Ref.
7. The results of this work are also plotted as triangles showing
phase transition.
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the polar order and verify its temperature evolution, and~iii !
to investigate the local structural and polar order at higher
concentrations (x). In order to understand the dynamic b
havior of the polar regions, acoustic phonon measurem
were also made.

PZN is a prototype relaxor ferroelectric that possesses
ABO3 cubic perovskite structure in which theB site can be
occupied by two different cations13 Zn21 and 2

3 Nb51. Be-
cause of the different radii and valences of these two catio
PZN exhibits short-range chemical ordering and local flu
tuations in composition on a nanometer scale.17,18 It begins
to transform from a cubic to a rhombohedral phase atTc
;410 K, which falls in the temperature region of the max
mum of the dielectric peak. PbTiO3(PT), on the other hand
is a normal perovskite-type ferroelectric that develops a ty
cal long-range ferroelectric order, when transforming from
cubic to a tetragonal phase atTc;760 K. In the 1980’s, a
series of complete solid solutions of the relaxor PZN a
ferroelectric PT were synthesized in the range 0<x<0.2.
This led to a very important development in the field
ferroelectrics.3 In the present paper, we report the results o
diffuse neutron scattering study of several PZN-xPT single
crystals withx50, 4.5, and 9 % and propose a model th
provides a physical basis for the easy reorientation of
polarization in lead relaxors.

II. EXPERIMENT

Single crystals of PZN and PZN-9%PT were grown
spontaneous nucleation from high temperature solutions,
ing an optimized flux composition of PbO and B2O3.19 The
PZN-4.5%PT single crystal was grown by the top-cooli
solution growth technique, using PbO flux.20 All as-grown
crystals used in the experiment exhibited a light yellow co
and high optical quality.

The neutron experiments were carried out on BT2, BT
and BT9 triple-axis spectrometers at the NIST Center
Neutron Research~NCNR! and on HB1 and HB1A triple-
axis spectrometers at the High Flux Isotope Reactor~HFIR!
of Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Highly oriented pyrolyt
graphite~002! ~HOPG! was used to monochromate and an
lyze the incident and scattered neutron beams. A HOPG fi
was used to suppress harmonic contamination. The sam
were mounted on an aluminum sample holder, wrapped
copper foil and held in place with either an aluminum or
copper wire. To prevent contamination of the spectra by s
tering from aluminum, the sample holder was painted w
gadolinium oxide or boron nitride paste. The sample w
then placed inside a closed-cycle helium refrigerator capa
of reaching temperatures up to 675 K. It is very important
note here that, if the aluminum sample holder is presen
the incident neutron beam, it will contribute an extraneo
signal near the~200! reflection. This signal is generated from
the Al ~200! peak and overlaps with that of the sample21

since both have similar lattice constants (;4.05 Å). The
measurements were made around several reciprocal la
points in the@100#-@011# or @100#-@010# scattering planes
which allowed access to the@100#, @011#, and@111# symme-
try directions. Data were collected upon cooling and no

e
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TABLE I. Samples and experimental parameters.

Mass Collimation l i \v range T range
Sample ~g! Spectrometer (85min) ~Å! ~meV! ~K!

PZN 0.55 HB-1 488-208-208-708 2.45 0 550–295
HB-1A 408-208-208-688 2.36 0 550–295

PZN-4.5%PT 2.87 BT2a 608-208-208-open 2.36~1.71! b 0 720–300
BT7 208-208-208-open 2.47 0 650–375
BT9 408-228-208-808 ~or open! 2.36~1.64! c 0 650–300

408-448-608-808 2.36d 0–10 650–375
PZN-9%PT 5.15 HB-1A 408-208-208-688 2.36 0 600–295

HB-1 488-408-408-2408 2.45d 0–14 600–400

aOnly BT2 was set to measure in the@100#-@010# scattering zone.
b1.71 Å was used only for~300! and ~310! reflections.
c1.64 Å was used only for~400! reflection.
dInelastic scan by holding the momentum transferQW 5kW i2kW f constant, while scanning the energy trans
\v5Ei2Ef .
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ternal electric field was applied. All samples and experim
tal conditions, including the spectrometers, the collimatio
the neutron wavelengths (l), the range of energies (\v),
and the temperature ranges~T! are listed in Table I.

III. BRAGG AND DIFFUSE SCATTERING IN PZN- xPT

Our previous report14 contained results on neutron elas
diffuse scattering from a PZN single crystal around the~011!
Bragg reflection. These results provided a measure of
correlation length or size of the polar nanoregions as a fu
tion of temperature. In the present work, we have exten
the investigation of pure PZN to solid solution crystals
PZN-xPT with x54.5 and 9 %, and explored several oth
reflections.

Typical neutron elastic diffuse scattering spectra arou
the ~011! reflection along the@100# direction in a@100#-@011#
zone are shown in Fig. 2~a! ~left! for x50, 4.5, and 9 %.
Each spectra exhibits a narrow Bragg peak and a relati
broad diffuse scattering peak. When the temperature
creases, the diffuse scattering peaks broaden and bec
more extended in the transverse@100# direction in pure PZN
and in the diagonal@111# direction in PT-doped PZN. The
width of the peak also depends on concentration: the pea
broader for the 4.5%PT than for the 9%PT crystal. T
broader peak means a shorter correlation length. Acc
ingly, in pure PZN the correlation length is found to b
longer in the@111# direction but with adding PT it become
longer in the@100# direction. It is also longer for 9%PT tha
for 4.5%PT. Below the transition, the width of the diffus
scattering peak remains constant, despite a continuing
crease in strength of the Bragg peak with decreasing t
perature. The fitted spectra around several reflection a
@010# direction in a@100#-@010# zone are shown in Fig. 2~b!
~right! for x54.5%. This figure shows that, the higher th
order reflections, the lower the Bragg intensities relative
the diffuse scattering. We will discuss this point later.

The temperature dependence of the Bragg intensities,
sented in Fig. 3 for PZN, 4.5%PT, and 9%PT, reveals
13411
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phase transition temperature~s!, Tc . Pure PZN and PZN-xPT
are seen to behave very differently. The former undergoe
continuous structural transition, or freezing, while the lat
undergoes abrupt structural changes. The particularly str
increase in Bragg intensity, observed for PZN belowTc
;410 K corresponds to the relief of extinction caused by
rapid increase in mosaicity.14 In 4.5%PT, the Bragg intensity
increases moderately as the transition is approached
abruptly drops atTc;430 K, when the crystal structur
transforms from a cubic to rhombohedral symmetry. In t
9%PT crystal, two sharp transitions are observed, resp
tively at 450 and 340 K both marked by an abrupt increase
Bragg intensity. From these results, it is evident that the
dition of PT triggers sharp structural changes that are oth
wise absent. The transition temperatures observed in
present work are in agreement with those previou
reported3 and plotted in Fig. 1.

In order to obtain information about the size and orien
tion of the polar regions, we fitted the spectra with a com
nation of a Gaussian~Bragg! function and a Lorentzian~dif-
fuse! function,14 which was then convoluted with th
experimental resolution function, shown as solid lines in F
2~b!. The fit was excellent in almost all cases, withx2 being
close to 1. For higher order reflections@i.e., ~300! and~310!#,
the Bragg intensity is relatively low, which makes the da
analysis easier. However, for lower order reflections the d
was difficult to analyze because of the very intense Bra
intensity, which was several orders of magnitude stron
than the diffuse intensity part@see Figs. 2~b! and 3#. The fit
was nevertheless successful, but the data were fit by the
of several Gaussian functions plus a Lorentzian functi
Table II lists the Bragg and diffuse intensities and their ra
(I diffuse/I Bragg). This ratio is very large at~310! but small at
~100!. The values found in the present study are in agreem
with those reported in earlier neutron scattering studies
Mathanet al.13 and Vakhrushevet al.22 The model calcula-
tion of both intensities by Mathanet al. is close to the polar
structure of BaTiO3 with antiparallel displacements of ca
ions against oxygen ions.
0-3
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FIG. 2. Neutron elastic diffuse
scattering for PZN-xPT ~a! in the
@100#-@011# scattering zone forx
50% ~top!, x54.5% ~middle!,
and x59% ~bottom! near the
~011! reciprocal lattice point along
the transverse@100# direction at
different temperatures, showin
the narrow Bragg peak and th
relatively broad diffuse scattering
peak and~b! in the @100#-@010#
scattering zone forx54.5% at
several reflections along the tran
verse@010# direction, showing the
relatively low Bragg intensity at
higher order reflections. Solid
lines are fits of the data to a com
bination of the Gaussian an
Lorentzian functions.
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The diffuse scattering results are summarized in Fig
Two major observations can be made in this figure. Fi
diffuse scattering is observed near the same reciprocal la
points for all three concentrations. Diffuse scattering w
only found for reflections with mixedhkl indices~i.e., oee
or eoo). None of the unmixedhkl indices~i.e.,eeeor ooo)
showed any diffuse scattering~as summarized in Table II!.
Secondly, the diffuse scattering spots or ellipses are pre
entially oriented in transverse directions for PZN and in
diagonal directions for PZN-xPT. No diffuse scattering wa
found in purely longitudinal scans. The first observation co
tains information on the internal structure of the polar na
oregions. Because diffuse scattering can be regarded a
Bragg scattering of a nascent phase, the diffuse intensit
different reciprocal lattice points is expected to be prop
tional to the static structure factors for this new phase
these different points. Hence, the fact that diffuse scatte
13411
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is observed at the same reciprocal lattice points for all th
concentrations indicates that the internal structure of the n
phase, and therefore of the polar regions, is the same fo
three concentrations. The second observation contains in
mation on the preferred directions in which the polar cor
lations develop. The width of the diffuse scattering bei
inversely proportional to the correlation length (Dq52/j),
the change in orientation of the diffuse scattering ellips
from PZN to PZN-xPT indicates that, upon adding PT, th
correlations tend to grow in a different direction.

In PZN, the polar regions are preferentially more e
tended in the diagonal@111# than in the transverse@100# or
@110# directions, which is consistent with the larger Pb d
placement along@111#. However, upon adding PT, the pre
ferred orientation evolves to the transverse directions. T
trend is clearly illlustrated in Fig. 5, in which the correlatio
length around the~011! and ~100! reflections is shown as a
0-4
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NEUTRON SCATTERING STUDY OF THE RELAXOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 134110 ~2003!
function of concentrationx and at temperatures far abov
Tc . The crossover from one orientation to the other appe
to be aroundx52%. Values of the correlation lengths ob
tained from measurements around different reflections
4.5%PT at three temperatures 720 K (T<Td), 500 K (T
;T* ), and 300 K (T,T* ), are also summarized in Tabl
III. For this concentration, the correlation lengths are, resp
tively, about 4–18 Å~or 1–4 unit cells!, 13–30 Å~3–7!, and
51–91 Å ~13–22!, small at high temperature and growin
upon cooling. The longest correlation length is observ
around~110! and the shortest one around~310!. The corre-
lation lengths measured around different reflections are
dered similarly at all three temperatures@e.g., the size mea
sured at~110! is always found to be larger than the one
~210!#.

FIG. 3. Bragg intensities vs temperature for PZN at~011!, PZN-
4.5%PT at~100!, and PZN-9%PT at~300! along the diagonal@111#
directions, showing the phase transitions. Solid lines are dr
through the data points as guides to the eye. Dashed lines mar
phase transitions.

TABLE II. Bragg and diffuse scattering intensities~arbitrary
units! in the @100#-@010# scattering zone along the transverse dire
tion at 500 K in PZN-4.5%PT crystals.

(hkl) a I Bragg I diffuse I diffuse/I Bragg

1 0 0 263 5.8 0.02
0 1 1 b 982 44 0.04
2 1 0 63 3.3 0.05
3 0 0 17 3.9 0.23
3 1 0 21 5.6 0.27

aOther observed reflections@i.e., unmixed (hkl) indices, ~111!,
~200!, ~022!, and~400!# have no diffuse scattering.

bResults from the@100#-@011# scattering zone.
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The absence of diffuse scattering around the~200! reflec-
tion (hkl unmixed! in PZN as well as in PZN-xPT is of
particular significance. A calculation of the dynamic stru
ture factor for a perovskite ferroelectric indicates that t
diffuse scattering intensity should be large around the~200!
reflection, if it were due to correlations associated with t
usual soft polar mode.23 The present results therefore ind
cate that the diffuse scattering observed is not due to the
mode but, rather, to the polar regions that are ubiquitous
relaxor ferroelectrics. This important point is discussed
detail in Sec. V.

The temperature dependencies of the Lorentzian fit
rameters, i.e., the diffuse intensity~top!, the square of the
diffuse scattering width at half maximum,DqFWHM

2 ~middle!,
and the correlation length~bottom! are presented in Fig. 6 fo
4.5% at the~100! reflection. The diffuse scattering intensit
in ferroelectrics, is expected to be proportional to the aver
polarization squared̂Plocal

2 &. In Fig. 6~a!, the diffuse scatter-
ing intensity increases continuously with decreasing te
perature, first slowly down to 500 K, then faster as it a
proachesTc5430 K. Also, the overall diffuse intensity is
found to be lower in the@111# direction than in the@011#
direction. This is consistent with the observations made e
lier concerning the preferred direction of the correlations
the PT crystals by contrast with the preferred direction
pure PZN. In Fig. 6~b!, the full width ~at half maximum!
squaredDqFWHM

2 is plotted as a function of temperature. A
we have explained earlier,14 the initial linear dependence
down to 500 K, corresponds to a Curie-Weiss behavior
pected in a temperature range in which the polar correlati
are purely dynamic. At approximatelyT* .500 K ~or Tc

1dT, with dT;70 K), DqFWHM
2 deviates from a straigh

line and finally levels off at lower temperatures. The dev
tion from this linear dependence marks the appearanc
long lived and slowly relaxing polar regions. Not unexpe
edly, the appearance of the polar regions and the proces
slowing down begins at a higher temperature in PZN-xPT
than in pure PZN~for which dT;40 K). This fact can be
ascribed to the enhanced correlations between polar clu
and their stabilization by the tetragonal strain introduced
the presence of PT. Below a certain temperature, the siz
the polar regions saturates and ‘‘freezing’’ may occur, as
dicated by a constant width of the diffuse scattering peak
Fig. 6~c!, we present the temperature dependence of the
relation length for 4.5%PT at the~100! reflection along the
@010# direction. Upon cooling, the correlation length in
creases continuously, but more rapidly below 500 K, a
also tends to saturate at low temperatures. It is importan
emphasize that the correlation length in this direction
smaller than in the transverse@011# direction, as measured in
the @100#-@011# scattering plane. This is primarily associate
with the short-range correlated displacements of the
atoms.14

IV. TRANSVERSE ACOUSTIC PHONON „TA … DAMPING

The electrostrictive effect arises from the coupling b
tween polarization and acoustic waves or strain. In relax
the polarization originates from the polar nanoregions. B

n
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-
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FIG. 4. Distribution of the dif-
fuse scattering in the scatterin
plane ~@100#-@010# zones! for
PZN-xPT, x50% ~top!, x
54.5% ~middle!, and x59%
~bottom! in the @100#-@011# zone.
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cause of the unusually strong electrostriction exhibited
relaxors,1,2 one should expect changes in the behavior of
acoustic phonons when the polar regions appear. S
changes should also be expected in coupling between the
and TA phonons. Recent inelastic neutron scattering stu
have revealed a very anomalous damping of the TO pho
in lead relaxors.16 This so-called ‘‘waterfall’’ effect has been
attributed to the TO-TA coupling. However, because the w
terfall is not observed in conventional ferroelectrics, it
clear that the TO-TA coupling cannot, by itself, explain th
effect. The strong electrostriction and the polar nanoregi
must, therefore, play an essential role. In order to unders
this role, we have carried out acoustic phonon measurem
in 4.5%PT and 9%PT crystals. Constant-QW scans (QW 5qW

1GW ) were used to collect data on each sample, whereq is
the momentum transfer relative to theGW 5(2,0,0) and~2,1,1!
13411
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Bragg points, measured along the@01̄1̄# and@11̄1̄# symme-
try directions, respectively. The peak position of the scatte
neutron intensity as a function ofq ~top! and the full width at
half maximum~FWHM! as a function of temperature~bot-
tom! are presented for 4.5%PT in Fig. 7~a! and for 9%PT in
Fig. 7~b!. The most important feature of these data is t
increase in the FWHM of the TA phonon peak upon cooli
for intermediate q values. The results obtained on th

4.5%PT are shown in Fig. 7~a! for QW 5(2,20.07,20.07)

@or q;0.10 rlu ~Ref. 24!#, QW 5(2,20.14,20.14) (q

;0.20 rlu), andQW 5(2,20.25,20.25) (q;0.35 rlu). For
small q;0.10 rlu, the phonon peak remains narrow at
temperatures, and may even be narrower at 375 K. Thi
consistent with the fact that no corresponding diffuse scat
ing was observed atQW 5(2,0,0). Broadening of the phono
0-6
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occurs only for longerq’s. For q;0.35 rlu, the peak is al-
ready quite broad at 650 K, suggesting that, the greater thq,
the higher the temperature at which the phonon beco
heavily damped. This behavior is definitely consistent w
the formation of the polar nanoregions, smaller at high te
perature and growing with decreasing temperature. Thes
sults are also consistent with other neutron studies of sim
systems. For example, in an earlier inelastic neutron stud
PMN, Naberezhnovet al. reported the broadening of the T
mode at QW 5(2,2,0.2), near the Burns temperatureTd
;650 K.15 Very recently, in a study of PMN-20%PT, Kooet

FIG. 5. j vs concentrationx for x50 ~at 550 K!, x54.5 ~at 600
K!, andx59 ~at 600 K! at the~011! point along the@100# and@111#
directions in the@100#-@011# zone. An inset is forx54.5 ~at 650 K!
and x59 ~at 600 K! at the ~100! point along the@011# and @111#
directions in the@100#-@011# zone.

TABLE III. Correlation length (j) around the~100!, ~011!,
~210!, ~300!, and~310! reflections in the@100#-@010# scattering zone
of PZN-4.5%PT crystals at three temperatures: 720 K (T<Td), 500
K (T;T* ), and 300 K (T,T* ).

Correlation length~Å!

T ~K! around (hkl) reflections

100a 110 210 300 310
720b 10 18 4 10
500c 25~30,18! 15 27 13
300d 87 91 51 65

aResults from the@100#-@011# scattering zone are in parentheses
the @011# and @111# directions, respectively.

bAt 720 K, j;1 –4 unit cells.
cAt 500 K, j;3 –7 unit cells.
dAt 300 K, j;13–22 unit cells.
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al.21 have also reported a similar increase of the TA phon
damping. Finally, it is worth noting that the values ofq at
which the TA phonon is observed to broaden in both
previous studies as well as in the present one, are close toqwf
at which the waterfall effect has been reported.16

The phonon results obtained on the 9%PT crystal
shown in Fig. 7~b!. The peak position24 is clearly tempera-
ture independent in both directions~compare solid and open
circles!. The width or damping of the phonon is greater in t

@11̄1̄# direction than in the@01̄1̄# direction. However, in the

@01̄1̄# direction, it is smaller for this crystal than for th
4.5%PT one and it does not increase as fast with decrea
temperature@compare the FWHM vsT at QW 5(2,20.2,
20.2) orq;0.28 rlu]. This observation suggests that the T
damping decreases with increasing PT concentration. So
9%PT is the highest concentration that we have studied
would be interesting to follow the evolution of the TA dam
ing in PZN-xPT crystals with higherx.

V. DISCUSSION

It is by now well established that compositional and/
site disorder brings about the formation of local polar na
oregions in mixed perovskite ferroelectrics, including PM

r

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of~a! Lorentzian peak inten-
sity, ~b! DqFWHM

2 , and~c! correlation length for PZN-4.5%PT at th
~100! reciprocal lattice point along the@010# direction in the@100#-
@010# zone. A triangle and a square represent the results~at 450 K!
along the@011# and @111# directions in the@100#-@011# zone.
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PZT, and PZN. These regions result from short-range co
lated ionic displacements.13 They nucleate at a temperatu
well above the transition temperatureTc and are dispersed a
islands throughout the lattice. Diffuse neutron and x-ray sc
tering provide the most direct evidence for the morpholo
of these regions.

Diffuse scattering results provide two distinct types
information. The reciprocal lattice points around which d
fuse scattering is observed provide information on the sy
metry of the local lattice distortions or internal structure
the polar regions, and the shape or distribution of the diff
scattering intensity around these points gives information
the morphology of the polar regions or the direction in whi
they grow. The first type of information concerns the dire
tion of the polarization vector within the polar regions, a
the second type, the orientation of the strain fields associ
with them. In PZN-xPT, the present data show that elas
diffuse scattering is only observed around points where
(hkl) indices have mixed parities, in particular~100!, ~110!,
~210!, ~300!, and ~310!. Diffuse scattering is also stronge
around~110!. These results are identical to those reported
pure PZN, which we interpreted earlier as revealing
rhombohedral internal structure of the polar regions, con

FIG. 7. Top: ~a! dispersion curve of the TA mode in PZN

4.5%PT at 650 K and~b! phonon peak positions taken along@01̄1̄#

as well as@11̄1̄# in PZN-9%PT at 600 K and 400 K. The inse
shows scan trajectory. Bottom:~a! temperature dependence of th
FWHM of the TA mode in PZN-4.5%PT and~b! temperature de-

pendence of the FWHM of the TA and the@11̄1̄# modes in PZN-
9%PT.
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tent with the@111# displacement of the Pb21 ions.14 If the
internal structure and the direction of the polarization vec
are the same in both PZN and PZN-xPT, the direction in
which the polar regions grow is different in both systems.
pure PZN, the diffuse scattering was found to be more
tended in a transverse direction~@100# or @011#!, indicating
the growth of the polar regions in a@111# direction. By con-
trast, in PZN-xPT, the diffuse intensity becomes more e
tended in the diagonal@111#, indicating the preferentia
growth of the polar regions in a@100# or @011# transverse
direction. As shown in Fig. 5, the higher the PT concent
tion and the closer to a tetragonal@100#, the higher the ratio
of the correlation lengths in the transverse and@111# direc-
tions. This trend is represented schematically in Fig. 8,
PZN, 4.5%PT, and 9%PT in a@110#-@001# plane. Thus, with
increasing PT, the local polarization direction remains u
changed~@111# direction!, but the polar regions now prefer
entially grow in a different direction, closer to tetragonal.

The picture presented in Fig. 8 illustrates the concep
local polarization and strain fields pointing in two differe
directions. The present picture provides a physical basis
the model proposed earlier by Fu and Cohen, in which
macroscopic polarization vector may be pointing in an ar
trary direction within a plane.9 The ease of rotation of the
macroscopic polarization can now be understood to be du
the fact that the local strain fields only need to reorient b
much smaller angle than the local polarization. However, i
important to note that, although the results reported h
clearly support such a picture, the diffuse scattering ellip
observed in a particular scattering plane may only be
projection of the 3D scattering ellipsoid. Additional measu
ments would be necessary to map out entirely the diff
scattering ellipsoids. The temperature dependence of the
fuse scattering intensity in PZN and PZN-xPT further dem-

FIG. 8. Polarization vector and growth direction of the po
nanoregions in PZN-xPT with increasing concentrationx.
0-8
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onstrates that it is related to the appearance of the polar
oregions. Another equally strong element of proof is t
absence of diffuse scattering around the~200! reflection. This
was checked in all possible directions and in two differe
scattering zones@100#-@011# and @100#-@010#. Because, in
perovskites, the static structure factor that corresponds to
soft phonon mode is largest at the~200! reflection, the ab-
sence of diffuse scattering around this point clearly indica
that it is related to the presence of the local order that de
ops below 700–600 K. A similar result had been obtain
earlier by one of us in two different relaxors K12xLxTaO3
~KLT ! and KTa12xNbxO3 ~KTN!.25 Hirota et al.26 have re-
cently reported a similar result in PMN and have propos
the concept of the phase-shifted condensed soft mode
account for the contribution of the polar nanoregions. In th
dynamic calculation, the atomic displacements include b
the optic mode displacement (dcm), satisfying a center of
mass condition and the single phase shift (dshift) within polar
nanoregions.

The result presented above also reveal three impor
temperature ranges in the behavior of PZN and PZN-xPT,
which seems to be characteristic of all relaxor ferroelectr
~i! At high temperatureT* ,T,Td the correlation length
squaredj2 is inversely proportional to temperature. Becau
j2 is also proportional to the dielectric constant, this te
perature dependence corresponds to a Curie-Weiss
which indicates that, in this range, the polarization is entir
dynamic and the system behaves as a normal paraelectric~ii !
Below T* , the deviation from this Curie-Weiss law reflec
the appearance of long-lived polar fluctuations in the crys
accompanied by local strain fields; it is also in this range t
the dielectric constant begins to exhibit a strong freque
dispersion, the relaxor behavior. This behavior is clearly d
to the reorientation of the polarization or, as seen from
structural results reported here, of the long-lived polar n
oregions. With the addition of PT,T* increases fromTc
140 K in PZN toTc170 K in 4.5%PT. This trend is due t
enhanced correlations between polar regions with increa
PT concentration.~iii ! As the temperature is further de
creased belowT* , and as the polar regions grow, their loc
strain fields increase in strength and their reorientation
comes slower. In PZN, it is believed that there is no ove
preferred@111# orientation, so that individual polar nanore
gions eventually freeze out with their polarization in one
eight possible@111# axial directions, each according to the
local strain field. Hence, the mosaicity increases and, du
the relief of extinction belowTc;410 K, the Bragg intensity
rapidly rises. This interpretation is borne out by the fact t
the Bragg intensity remains high at lower temperatures.
also interesting to note that, simultaneously, the dielec
constant decreases rapidly at lower temperatures, which
confirms the freezing-in of the polar regions in PZN.

The addition of PT increases the magnitude of the lo
distortions, with a tendency towards tetragonal symmetry
in PbTiO3. In all of this, it is important to remember tha
strain is the dominant cause of orientational freezing and
the strain energy is the same whether the polarization po
up or down. Further addition of PT increases the tetrago
strain, leading to an abrupt structural transition in 4.5%PT
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430 K and two in 9%PT, at 450 and 340 K, respectively. T
abrupt character of these transitions suggests the first o
character of strain-driven transitions.

In summary, the present elastic scattering results can
conveniently interpreted within the framework of three ma
temperature regions:~i! dynamic polarization fluctuations a
high temperature (T;700–600 K),~ii ! condensation of po-
lar nanoregions that can still reorient as a unit and prog
sive slowing down of the reorientational motion at interm
diate temperatures (T&T* ), and ~iii ! orientational freezing
of the polar nanoregions at low temperatures (T,T* ), with
or without an explicit structural transition atT5Tc . When
investigating the polarization dynamics of relaxors, it is a
important to examine the TA phonons, since these can co
to the reorientation of the localized strain fields that a
known to accompany the formation of the pol
nanoregions.27 In PMN and PMN-20%PT, Naberezhno
et al. and Kooet al.15,21 have reported broadening of the T
phonon starting atTd , and near the wave vectorqwf at which
the TO phonon has been reported to disapp
~‘‘waterfall’’ !.16 These authors have linked the onset
damping of the TA and the onset of birefringence atTd to the
appearance of the polar nanoregions. However, both th
results only indicate the appearance of local distortions
strain fields but do not provide information as to the possi
polar character of these local distortions. In our measu
ments of 4.5%PT and 9%PT, damping of the TA phonon
seen to increase, starting atT* . It also starts at a largeq first
and at smallerq with decreasing temperature. In other word
we find that, at a given temperature, the larger theq, the
higher the damping. In fact, we do expect such a trend fr
the coupling to smaller distorted regions at higher tempe
tures and to larger and slower ones at lower temperature
fact, our results show that, in the temperature rangeT* ,T
,Td , the correlation length follows a Curie-Weiss law, cha
acteristic of a paraelectric state in which the polarization
completely dynamic. The polar nanoregions only appea
earnest atT* , which is also the temperature at which th
dielectric constant begins to exhibit frequency dispersi
i.e., the relaxor behavior. As seen from Fig. 7~a! for 4.5%PT,
the phonon damping begins to increase at;500 K ~i.e., at
T* ) andQW 5(2,20.14,20.14) ~or q;0.20 rlu), which cor-
responds to about 5 unit cells.28 This result is consistent with
the size of the polar regions derived from our diffuse neut
elastic scattering data~Table III!. Such an agreement pro
vides evidence that the increase in TA phonon damping
connected to the appearance of the polar regions. The hy
sonic damping properties studied by the Brillouin scatter
has provided a clear indication of ferroelectric ordering
complex relaxor ferroelectric.29 In 9%PT, the TA phonon
damping is lower than in 4.5%PT~bottom of Fig. 7! but
shows a similar trend. It is important to note that the me
sured TA phonon corresponds to the C44 elastic modulus,
which can couple to the reorientations of a strain field w
rhombohedral symmetry between different@111# directions.
The higher frequency of the TA phonon in 9%PT than
4.5%PT~top of Fig. 7! indicates that C44 is higher in 9%PT.
Both observations, lower damping and higher TA phon
frequency, suggest that, with increasing PT, the polar regi
are less able to reorient and the lattice becomes more r
0-9
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Further work is in progress on the TA phonons as well
on the low frequency rotational dynamics associated w
the reorientation of the polar regions in single crystals
PZN-xPT.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Neutronelastic diffuse scattering in PZN, PZN-4.5%PT
and PZN-9%PT appears at temperatures well above
phase transition (;700–600 K), marking the formation o
local distortions atTd , which acquire a polar character at th
lower temperatureT* . In both pure PZN and PZN-xPT, dif-
fuse scattering is observed only around reciprocal lat
points with mixed parity indices, which is indicative of th
rhombohedral internal symmetry of the polar nanoregio
From the orientation of the diffuse scattering ellipsoi
around these points, it appears that, in PZN, the correlat
preferentially develop along a diagonal or@111# direction.
With increasing PT, these correlations shift towards a tra
verse direction, most likely@100#, consistent with the widen
ing of the tetragonal phase field for higher PT concentratio
Nonetheless, it is important to emphasize that, with the
dition of PT, the internal structure of the polar regions
mains rhombohedral. This distinction between the@111# dis-
tortion of the local unit cells and the@100# orientation of the
ctr
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correlations may constitute an essential feature of the
relaxor ferroelectrics. Upon cooling, PZN and PZN-xPT un-
dergo three distinct stages: purely dynamic polarizat
about;700–600 K, reorienting polar regions, and, final
polar regions with fixed orientations due to freezing in pu
PZN and phase transitions in PZN-xPT. In the middle range
it appears that the reorienting polar regions couple to the
phonons, leading to their softening and increased damp
Comparison of the phonon results with the temperature anq
dependence of the diffuse scattering results does indeed
gests that the TA broadening originates from the reorien
tion of strain fields associated with the polar nanoregio
This may be a common feature of many relaxor systems
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